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Abubakr Muhammad
Postdoctoral Research Fellow, jointly with 

 Quantum Information Processing Group, and
 Center for Intelligent Machines

School of Computer Science, McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Up Computational Topology in Science & Engineering

Reading Group, Winter 2008

Organizer: Abubakr Muhammad

Time: Wednesdays at 4:15 pm

Venue: McConnell Bldg. Room 321 (SOCS Lounge)  

What is Computational Topology?

In recent years, there has been an enormous interest among researchers in various disciplines to develop and use
topological methods for solving various problems in science and engineering. These algorithmic methods provide
robust measures for global qualitative features of geometric and combinatorial objects that are relatively insensitive
to local details. This makes topological abstractions into useful models for understanding qualitative geometric and
combinatorial questions in several settings. The abstract machinery of algebraic topology has been used in various
contexts related to data analysis, object recognition, discrete & computational geometry and distributed
computing.

Summary of Objectives & Activities

The aim of this reading group is to communicate some of these recent developments to the participants with a
minimal background in algebraic topology. Our focus will be on applications, although the proper appreciation of
this research will require the understanding of some sophisticated mathematical methods.

 Since it is expected that the attendees will come from diverse backgrounds in science, mathematics and
engineering; the organizer will provide tutorials on the required background in topology. Moreover, the organizer
will demonstrate how to use various computational topology software tools. The majority of meetings will be
dedicated to discussing various research articles written by the leading experts in the field. Hopefully, these
activities will enable the participants to generate new mathematics as well as new applications.

Topics

 Mathematics: Homology, homotopy, Morse theory, Conley index theory, configuration spaces

Computational Methods:   Cech, Rips, witness and alphacomplexes, persistent homology of filtrations,
harmonic methods for computing homology, software tools

 Applications: Coordination, navigation and reconfiguration in robotics, coverage and routing in sensor
networks, visualization and qualitative analysis of highdimensional data sets, analysis of nonlinear
dynamical systems, structural biology, image classification, distributed algorithms

Who should attend?

Mathematicians with interest in topology, geometry and dynamical systems

http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/research/profile?id=32
http://www.cim.mcgill.ca/
http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/
http://www.mcgill.ca/
https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~abubakar/teaching.htm
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Computer scientists investigating computational geometry, machine learning, visualization & data analysis
Engineers interested in algorithmic aspects of robotics, networked sensing and control theory
Life scientists dealing with large data sets in molecular biology, neuroscience, systems biology

Tentative Schedule  

DATE TOPICS FRONTIERS SUGGESTED READING

Background

Jan 16 Overview of computational
topology .

Barcodes: The persistent topology of data by
Robert Ghrist.

Jan 23 Simplicial & cubical complexes;
homotopy Math

Notes on homology theory by Abubakr
Muhammad. Also check Afra Zomorodian's
course notes. 

Feb06 Homotopy; simplicial homology Math, CS Same as last week.

Feb 13 Filtrations & persistent
homology Math, CS

Computing Persistent Homology by
Zomorodian and Carlsson.

Feb 20 Handson training: Plex
software package CS

Data Analysis, Learning & Visualization

March
05

Manifold Learning from point
cloud data sets (PCD)

Math, CS,
Bio

Finding the homology of submanifolds with
high confidence from random samples by
Niyogi, Smale and Weinberger

March
12

Persistence and its Stability in
PCDs

Math, CS,
Bio

Persistent Homology  a Survey by Herbert
Edelsbrunner and John Harer.

April
02

Natural Image Classification EE, CS, Bio
A Topological Analysis of the Space of
Natural Images Gunnar Carlsson and Tigran
Ishkhanov.

April
09

Homology computation using
harmonic analysis CS, Math

Computing Betti numbers via Combinatorial
Laplacians by Joel Friedman

 Networks and Sensing

Coverage problems in sensor
networks –I EE, CS

Homological sensor networks by deSilva and
Ghrist (survey). Blind swarms for coverage in
2D by Ghrist, deSilva, Muhammad

Coverage problems in sensor
networks –II EE, CS

Coordinatefree coverage in sensor networks
with controlled boundaries via homology by
deSilva and Ghrist.

Landmarks, routing and
homology feature size in sensor
networks

EE, CS
Geodesic Delaunay Triangulation and
Witness Complex in the Plane by Gao,
Guibas, Oudot, and Wang.

Robotics and Coordination

Morse theory – continuous,

http://www.math.uiuc.edu/~ghrist/preprints/barcodes.pdf
https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~abubakar/docs/Muhammad_Homology_Notes.pdf
http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~afra/courses/cs185-spring07/resources.html
http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~afra/papers/socg04/persistence.pdf
http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~niyogi/papersps/NiySmaWeiHom.pdf
http://www.cs.duke.edu/~edels/TriTop/PersSurvey.pdf
http://comptop.stanford.edu/preprints/tigran-paper2.pdf
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=237985
http://www.ams.org/notices/200701/fea-ghrist.pdf
http://www.math.uiuc.edu/~ghrist/preprints/rss2005.pdf
http://www.math.uiuc.edu/~ghrist/preprints/controlledboundary.pdf
http://graphics.stanford.edu/projects/lgl/papers/ggow-gtwcp-08/ggow-gdtwcp-08-full.pdf
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discrete & combinatorial Math

Navigation in robotics
EE, ME,
CS

Configuration spaces – I:
Distributed coordination

Math, ME,
EE

Configuration spaces – II:
Reconfigurable systems

Math, ME,
EE

Dynamical Systems

Conley index theory Math

Computer assisted proofs in
dynamical systems

Math,
Phys, Bio

Handson training: CHomP
software package Math, CS

Miscellaneous Topics

Topology of random data and
random fields Math, CS

Protein docking and structural
biology Bio, CS

Resources in Computational Algebriac Topology

(If you find someone missing in these lists, please email me!)

Workshops/Programs

2006 MSRI Workshop on Application of Topology in Science and Engineering
2004 IMA Short Course Computational Topology
Topological Methods in Scientific Computing, Statistics and Computer Science, Stanford
University
Computational Homology Project, CHomP
DARPADSO program in fundamental mathematics: Sensor Topology for Minimal
Planning
DARPADSO program in fundamental mathematics: Topological Data Analysis
2007 TTI Workshop on Geometric and Topological Approaches to Data Analysis
2008 International Workshop on Algorithmic Topology, BellairsMcGill
Workshop on Topology learning, NIPS 2007

Courses

Computational topology by Prof Edulsbrunner at Duke
Computational topology and geometry by Prof Yap at NYU
Introduction to computational topology by Prof Zomorodian at Dartmouth
Computational dynamics and topology by Prof Day at William & Mary
Topology for computing by Profs Cheong & Choi at KAIST
Computational topology seminar, by Profs Giesen and Sagraloff, Max Planck Institute

Software

http://www.msri.org/calendar/workshops/WorkshopInfo/381/show_workshop/
http://www.ima.umn.edu/new-directions/2004NDshort-course/
http://comptop.stanford.edu/
http://www.math.gatech.edu/~chom/
http://web-ext2.darpa.mil/dso/thrusts/math/funmath/stomp/index.htm
http://web-ext2.darpa.mil/dso/thrusts/math/funmath/tda/index.htm
http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~niyogi/conference/index.html
http://www.loria.fr/~everett/McGill-ISA/Bellairs-2008/report.html
http://topolearnnips2007.insa-rouen.fr/
http://www.cs.duke.edu/courses/fall06/cps296.1/
http://cs.nyu.edu/~yap/classes/modeling/06f/
http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~afra/teaching.html
http://www.math.wm.edu/~sday/m490_spr08.html
http://tclab.kaist.ac.kr/~otfried/cs700fall2006/
http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~jgiesen/tch/sem06/sem06.html
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Plex (Stanford)
Computational Homology Project, CHomP

Books

Tomasz Kaczynski, Konstantin Mischaikow, Marian Mrozek (2004), Computational
Homology, Springer, ISBN 0387408533. 
Afra J. Zomorodian (2005). Topology for Computing, Cambridge, ISBN 0521836662. 
William Brasener (2006), Topology and its applications, John Wiley, ISBN: 9780471
687559.
Allen Hatcher, Algebraic Topology.

 

http://comptop.stanford.edu/
http://www.math.gatech.edu/~chom/
http://www.rit.edu/~wfbsma/topology_and_its_applications/index.html
http://www.math.cornell.edu/~hatcher/AT/ATpage.html

